We are looking for a

Fulltime Embedded Linux expert (M/F/X) for
Antwerp-based scale-up with clear social ambitions.

Hello you!

The smart lamps made by Antwerp-based fast growing
tech company Nobi can be used for fall detection, as a fire alarm and
burglar alarm. But that’s just the beginning. We have bold ambitions for
the future that need to be developed and perhaps that’s where you come in?
Shed your light on the future
Nobi is looking for a fulltime Embedded Linux expert who gets a kick out of impactful
innovation, enjoys sharing knowledge with a small team of like-minded game changers
and is not afraid to take initiative. We are an ambitious tech company with a huge soft
spot for people. Would you like to shake things up with us?
You for nobi
• Embedded Linux expert
• Experience with 00 programming
• A taste for innovation
• You revel in taking responsibility
• You enjoy sitting at the driver’s seat
• You’re an avid learner

Nobi for you
• Young, ambitious scale-up
• Competitive salary package
• Meal vouchers
• Car or mobility budget

Bonus points for
• Python
• Yocto
• Docker / K8s
• RabbitMQ
Application
Is the thought of working with us giving you a light-bulb moment?
Then mail your application to conny@nobi.life
Send us your resume and a short motivational letter. Who knows, we
might give you the green light to join our fabulous team.

Working from home doesn’t make us any less collaborative.
Because even remotely we can ignite innovation. Enthusiasm is as much a part
of who we are as our wacky office space. Our taste for technology tends to
flare up sometimes, which usually results in even more passion for what we do.
Let’s put it this way: what happens under the lamp rarely stays under the lamp.
So, you in?
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